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Hip Father’s Day Gifts for the Stylish Sexy Dads 
 

Use “FATHERSDAY” at checkout to get 10% off thru June 20, 2021 
 
 
LOS ANGELES, CA, May 19, 2021 – Popular jewelry startup LOUPN is one of the top places to get gifts 
for the stylish dads to help them feel even more sexy.  
 
LOUPN @loupn_collection is an up and coming men’s / gender neutral jewelry startup that handcrafts 
quality sterling silver jewelry in Seoul, Korea at accessible prices. Challenging the idea that men don’t 
care about fashion, LOUPN provides a way for strong, desirable men and women to feel empowered and 
unapologetic about who they are. The third generation jeweler ensures the use of ethically sourced 
sustainable materials and beautifully handcrafted pieces by the finest craftsmen.  
 
 “We started LOUPN because we saw a lack of opportunities for men to express themselves through 
fashion. Most of the men's jewelry out there were either very grungy, super blingy, out of reach 
expensive or just plain cheap. As men's fashion is becoming more open and diverse, we wanted to 
provide a way for men to look good and feel good without looking they're trying too hard,” said Grace 
Nguyen, Co-Founder/CEO of LOUPN. 
 
Rather than shopping for pieces that may be worn only a few times, the timeless clean LOUPN designs 
can be worn on the daily to elevate any look, whether it’s t-shirt and sweatpants, or suited up. Sterling 
silver jewelry can last a lifetime with proper care, and can be passed down as an heirloom. With the 
mindset that less is more, LOUPN promotes buying a few impactful pieces that are versatile.  
 
Fashion stylists such as Benjamin Holtrop and Nikko Panti are dressing their favorite LOUPN pieces 
including Solid Hoop Earrings ($95), Thin Cuban Chain Necklace ($155), Mafia Bling Ring ($225), and 
Level Up Ring ($195) on their male celebrities / models including Andrew Matarazzo, Yoshi Sudarso, 
Charlie Matthews, and Luis Capecchi. "I love styling my clients in LOUPN pieces because they are 
understated while still having an elevated touch. We are able to layer the jewelry in a way that feels 
natural to their own style while inspiring others to do the same,” stated Benjamin Holtrop.  



 

 

 
Classic pieces such as Cuban Chain Chain Bracelet 9mm ($255), Box Chain Bracelet ($155) or edgier 
pieces such as Trainwreck Necklace ($295), Troublemaker Ring ($175), or For the People Ring ($175) are 
perfect gift ideas to help a dad feel sexy and rejuvenated.  
 
As third generation jewelers, LOUPN’s family members have been in the jewelry business since the 
1930’s 

● Price range: $75 - $295+ 
● Product categories include necklaces, bracelets, rings, and earrings 
● Made for the modern men and women seeking confidence  

 
Shop on https://loupn.com/.   
 
For more photos, visit: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6k1spmbqide337f/AADyrgtCeiD9g0bDb6o3N1oTa?dl=0  
 
 
 
ABOUT LOUPN 
LOUPN is the vision of three fearless Korean women passionate about style, kimchi, and men. Okay, not 
in this order, but we’ll leave that for later.  
 
Our mission is to create a safe space for people to express themselves and encourage each other to 
improve daily.  We believe that what goes around comes around and we work to help our community 
flourish. Our promise is to provide quality jewelry to encourage self expression, and share stories of 
struggles & triumphs to empower and encourage.  
 
We are third generation jewelers and LOUPN was born with the mindset that less is more. Each piece is 
curated and handcrafted down to the finish. Our products are designed to last a lifetime, just like the 
relationships, and confidence we build along the way. What’s better than that? Good pork belly is close, 
but we’d rather help a brother out. 
 
Wear Accordingly. 

 
To learn more, visit http://www.loupn.com/  or follow @loupn_collection on Instagram, Facebook, and 
Tiktok.  
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